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Open Scholarship at the University of Oxford
University of Oxford Strategic Plan
2018 – 23
Engagement and Partnership:
Commitment 4
Through our international
engagement the University will
aim to maximise the global social,
cultural and economic benefit
derived from our research and
scholarship.
We will be an active partner in the development of
Open Scholarship, providing the tools necessary for
researchers to publish and share outputs from their
research and to support national and international
collaboration. Through continuing digital investment
the University will reach global audiences and
communities. [Commitment 3]

Priority 20. Continued investment
in digital tools and infrastructure
to be a leader in open scholarship
and support open access to
collections and research data
outputs.
http://www.ox.ac.uk/about/organisation/strategic-plan-2018-23

Definition & Terminology
Open [Science] is the practice of [science] in such a
way that others can collaborate and contribute,
where research data, lab notes and other research
processes are freely available, under terms that
enable reuse, redistribution and reproduction of
the research and its underlying data and methods.
FOSTER open Science definition https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/foster-taxonomy/open-sciencedefinition

Science: “knowledge or understanding acquired by study; acquaintance with or mastery of any
branch of learning” or “a particular area of knowledge or study; a recognized branch of learning”
[OED]

Utrecht Open Science
Task Force
Utrecht University wants to promote
open science as part of its promise
to make science more open and
even more reliable, efficient and
relevant to society.
To follow up on the ambition
formulated in the strategic plan, the
rector commissioned a task
force, supported by a university
library work group, to draft an Open
Science Programme for the period
2018-2020.

Utrecht University CC-BY 4.0 International license

The Open Science Programme:
• Not a top-down exercise
• Researchers as a group (not as
individuals)
• leave room for each group to
determine its own pacing and
priorities.
• Avoid thinking in terms of
organizational lines, e.g. faculties
• Instead the focus is on how research is
organized in strategic themes,
interdisciplinary research projects,
knowledge hubs etc.
https://open-science.sites.uu.nl/

National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine. 2018. Open
Science by Design: Realizing a Vision for
21st Century Research. Washington, DC:
The National Academies Press.
https://doi.org/10.17226/25116.
•
•
•
•

Practical book
Describes the status quo
Vision for open science by design
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS

1. Building a Supportive Culture
2. Training for Open Science by Design
3. Ensuring Long-Term Preservation and
Stewardship
4. Facilitating Data Discovery, Reuse, and
Reproducibility
5. Developing New Approaches to
Fostering Open Science by Design

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25116/open-scienceby-design-realizing-a-vision-for-21st-century

Early activities at the Bod
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting researchers
Reproducible Research Oxford Group
Workshop
Facilitate rather than lead
Led to a request for case studies…
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Remit and purpose of the
case studies
• Appetite for action
• Examine existing exemplars of good
practice
• Learn from existing examples

Scholar with sun. 12th century. Bodleian
Library MS. Bodl. 614. Photo: © Bodleian
Libraries, University of Oxford.
https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/
2d6d869c-cfce-400e-91d9-56bdb6d51a3c

Method
• Headings from Kramer & Bosman in
Rainbow of open science practices
• Representation from each of the four
academic divisions
• Description how each activity addresses
openness and working in an open
scholarship environment.
• Brief assessment by the Project Lead of, in
their opinion, the benefits and drawbacks
of the open approaches they have taken.

MS. Bodl. 264, pt. I. 1338-1344.
https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/d004a58d-1431-4ebd-8c50763315ed2e9c

I-Sicily (Inscriptions of Sicily): CASE STUDY 1
One of the aims of the project is
“to make a continually improving
body of data available for the
study of the epigraphy of Sicily,
whether through collaboration
within the project, or through the
export and re-use of the available
data.”
Challenges
• Cultural heritage
administration practices
• Citation mechanisms not
well understood

Benefits of the open approach
• collaboration
• increased openness for collections
• facilitated engagement from the data
curators
Drawbacks
• Lack of understanding within the
discipline
• General practice not to publish OA

Peer Community In Ecology (PCI Ecology):
CASE STUDY 2
• Strapline
• Papers are not edited or published
via PCI
• Citable reviews
• Open recommendations of quality
pre-prints
• Pre-registrations encouraged (can be
reviewed and recommended)
• Comments and reviews for rejected
papers are not currently made
publicly available
• Recommended papers can be
submitted to journals

Benefits
• Promotion of research
• Transparency
• Reduce numbers of peer reviews
• Scientific repeatability
• Assure robustness and integrity of
conclusions

This recommendation includes:
• Names of recommenders
• Names of reviewers
• Link to Github files
• Citation and DOI
• A report with references of why the
recommenders recommend the paper
• A response to the authors on the
revised version of the pre-registration,
with responses from the authors on
each of the points raised.
• Separate reviews from each of the
reviewers
• Two rounds of revisions and associated
reviews and responses
https://ecology.peercommunityin.org/public/rec?id=35&reviews=True

PERL (Psychopharmacology & Emotion
Research Laboratory): CASE STUDY 3
• PERL part of WIN (Wellcome
Centre for Integrative
Neuroimaging)
• WIN open commitment
• PERL funded by MRC & NIHR
• PERL director supportive of
increasing openness
• Public Engagement Ambassadors
• PERL following CORBIDAS
(Committee on Best Practice in
Data Analysis and Sharing)
recommendations

“One of the key themes of WIN is to increase the openness of
our data, to be a leader in the way that data is shared, and
importantly, in how tools (such as the FMRIB Software Library),
pipelines and databases can be used to ensure that the data
shared is useful to other researchers... All members of the WIN
management board are committed to sharing their data openly
by the end of the 5 year project, and all Centre members are
encouraged to do so.”

• Data openness limited by data protection &
ethics
• PERL is collecting metadata about the tools,
analysis methods and settings in use so details
can be reported well.
• PERL works with pharmaceutical companies
to ensure trials are pre-specified.
Outreach: strong focus on returning information
to patients

Publishing
• OA Articles in compliance with funders’
requirements
• No local policy requiring OAto publications.
• Dissemination is aimed at patients and the
general public as well as other researchers.
• Funding covers
• cost of some publications
• contributions towards training of open
scholarship focussed staff such as
ambassadors and open scholarship
facilitators
• BRC contribute, with main funding from
(Wellcome Trust funded) WIN.

Young Lives: CASE STUDY 4
The project donors require that outputs are open
and in the most accessible format so they are
available to non-academic users, as well as policy
makers and users in non-English speaking countries.
• Engage with policy makes
• Guarantee uptake and impact
• For YL staff and external users
• Maximise reach
• Non-academic audiences
• OA publications & data
• OA monitored by donors
• Outreach
• Post publication commenting would be beneficial

• Require evidence of impact to
inform policy and practice
• OA required but no budget – opt
for green route and working
papers
Challenges
• Dataset attribution
• Proving impact

Cultures of Knowledge/EMLO: CASE STUDY
Networking the Republic of Letters, 1550 – 1750

• Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and AHRC
• EMLO Open union catalogue
• Open collaboration
• Scholars and libraries contribute
• The Bodleian Libraries co-developed the original platform and host the
platform.
• CoK part of COST Action (European Cooperation in Science and Technology
that funds creation of research networks https://www.cost.eu/)
development
• define a standard approach for epistolary material
• Discovery service sits over editorial interface
• Outreach

Key points from the studies
Cuts across all discipline areas
Open up an entire research group
Academics love talking about their work!
Value of openness
Benefits of openness
Variety of approaches and tools in use
Innovation in adopting openness
Practical examples of HOW to DO open scholarship
The University can learn from excellent exemplars to
promote the benefits and support open scholarship wider
• How the libraries might offer support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatises. MS. Rawl. C. 328
https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/2a16dc40-fc1847db-8fda-48ffc9e79abe

From strategy to policy
• Highly distributed and devolved institution
• Strategy to policy
• Actions
• Liaison
• Raise awareness
• Inform policy

Crowned scholar 12th century Bodleian Library MS. Bodl. 614 Photo: © Bodleian
Libraries, University of Oxford
https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/81a83b10-ef4b-4c1a-9e4c-8f09d8e251ff.

Culture change
A critical challenge is not technology or
policy, but culture change
“To embrace Open Science,
universities and researchers need
to embrace cultural change in the
way they work, plan and operate.”

Ayris, P., Lopez de San Roman, A., Maes., K., & Labastida, I. (2018). Open science and its role in
universities: a roadmap for cultural change. LERU. https://www.leru.org/publications/openscience-and-its-role-in-universities-a-roadmap-for-cultural-change

Strategy for culture change (COS)
“Given this cultural context, we
will not succeed in changing the
research culture by focusing on
individuals’ motivation and ability
to be open and reproducible with
their research. We must pursue a
comprehensive change strategy.”
Nosek, 2019

Brian Nosek. (2019). Changing a research culture. COS Center for Open Science
https://cos.io/blog/strategy-culture-change/

How the library fits into changing a research
culture in a move to Open Scholarship

Brian Nosek
https://assets.pubpub.org/5nv701md/01521405455055.pdf

• Infrastructure – data sharing and workflows
underpinning our services including with external
tools and services
• User interface/experience – our tools and services
designed for a positive user experience. This
includes the human element too – not just digital
• Communities – we can help to normalize the
culture
• Incentives –contribute tools and expertise to
support incentives for researchers eg metrics and
how to obtain them
• Policy – contribute to policy writing

Sir Thomas Bodley

Thomas Bodley 1546–1613
English scholar and diplomat

Bodley medal. Photos Credit: and copyright Mike Heaney,
Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford

Bodley’s Republic of the Learned
"Academicians of Oxford,
Thomas Bodley has built
this library for you and for
the Republic of the Learned.
May the gift turn out well."
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Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose*
“Sir Thomas [Bodley] wanted his library to be a library not just for Oxford, but for
the world; and we share that outward-looking vision with our Founder. Sir Thomas
was, in his own time, a great innovator; and like him, we recognize that we must
never rest on our laurels. The world moves on, and seemingly ever faster; old
technologies need renewing; new ones need harnessing and exploiting for the wider
benefit of even larger numbers of users, both those who come physically to Oxford,
and those who want to access our collections remotely; …. Preservation; rebuilding;
and wider access: those were the driving forces of Sir Thomas Bodley in his
campaign for the Library. And those are the underlying aims that are driving us
forward 400 years after him.”

Reg Carr, Bodley’s Librarian (1997 – 2006)
San Francisco, 2003

* The more it changes, the more it’s the same thing.

Opportunities for the Bod
• Collaborate and participate in RROx and UKRN
• Reproducible Research Oxford Steering Group
• …as a hub of UKRN http://ox.ukrn.org/
• UKRN primers contributor
• Oxford-Berlin Summer School (Sept 2019)
• Informal, grass roots contact
• Network of subject librarians
• Case study matters arising eg
• Dataset attribution
• Proving impact
• Adopt OA publication policies & copyright
• CoK: Platform, standards, metadata
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Where to next?
• Liaison with Strategic leads
• Researcher-led
• Bodleian Scholarly Resources
departmental re-organisation
• Top down, bottom up with
new dept as a bridge
• Link up existing websites
OAO, RDO, Open Scholarship
• Address library related
challenges and opportunities
uncovered in the case studies
[City of Oxford: close-up of the city centre from the west]. Bodleian Library (E) C17:70 Oxford
(1A) Photo: © Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford
https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/709ec5d9-3861-43f2-b7e8-841f91772cf5
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

Thank you
Oxford Open Scholarship Case studies are available at
http://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/2019/07/22/openscholarship-at-oxford-case-studies/
With thanks to all the researchers who gave their time:
1. Prof Jonathan Prag
2. Prof Tim Coulson
3. Prof Catherine Harmer; Dr Cassandra Gould van Praag;
Gary Gibbs
4. Prof Jo Boyden; Julia Tilford
5. Prof Howard Hotson

The Honeysuckle Valse. Bodleian Library Mus. 400 b.6 (79).
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